Sunday, 01 July 2018
Good Morning Everyone,
I don’t think we have had such beautiful
weather here on the north east coastline since
I returned here from London more than a
decade ago, well not for more than a day or
two at a time at any rate.
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It is another beautiful day out so I think I may
be speeding through the weekend housework
today, so I can get back out in the sunshine this
afternoon!
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So it is hard to believe that today is the first of
July & we have, what is reputed to be, the two
hottest months of the summer ahead.
Image 1: The current ‘Mono Flower’ paper
collection will come into its second week
tomorrow so there are still three weeks worth
on file to upload.
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Image 2: One of those templates I was
messing about with a few weeks ago, this one
is a star shaped pillow box. Again no sample to
show you, but as always I worked it all up on
sheets & sheets of copier paper until I got it
just right before creating the digital template
for you.
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Image 3: I think I already mentioned that there
were another couple of sheets that I created
using the butterfly that I uploaded for you last
week?
This is a sheet of toppers with pink frames & I
altered the colour of the frames by selecting
the colours from the butterfly itself.
Image 4: The backing paper to accompany
both this sheet of toppers & the sheet I already
uploaded for you last week.
Image 5: There were only three of these oval
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decoupages on file so I am uploading two of
them in the coming week & will upload the
third & final one the following week.
Image 6: I think of all of the rose sheets I have
designed this particular one is my favourite –
could be that it is yellow I guess, but then so are
some of the others?
Anyhow a beautiful yellow rose that I have
layered up with complimentary mats to create
a pretty topper, & then decoupaged ready for
you to add some 3D pads to give it dimension
on your project.
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You will need to have your craft knife ready as
that final layer will be a bit tricky otherwise.
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Image 7: The final sheet from the Alpine flower
decoupage collection now, & when I get the
final oval decoupage uploaded I can begin
posting decoupages with themes other than
flowers.
Image 8: The penultimate oval flower
decoupage itself, & again you will need your
craft knife to tackle the final layer.
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I was tempted to make it easier for us both, I
have to cut it out digitally & it is murder on the
old eyes, but I just couldn’t resist the challenge!
Image 9: The second in this little collection of
six card kits in an array of colours & the box
topper sheet.
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Again, I will try to remember to get a box put
together & typed up for you before I finish
uploading the collection.
Image 10: The second & final stamping panel
sheet I cut from the current paper collection for
you & this is the bonus sheet that I will be
uploading alongside this newsletter this
morning.
Catch up with you all this afternoon for the
update as usual.

Rita x

